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story of the wealthy and the indigent, the heralded and 

the forgotten, the shop assistants and the millionaire 

retail barons who together created Chicago. It describes 

how, through innovation, ingenuity, determination and 

sheer ruthlessness, the captains of industry created 

empires in a marshy wasteland. And it explores the 

hardships endured by the millions of working men and 

women  most of them immigrants from Ireland and 

Northern Europe  whose labour helped a capitalist 

 

71.  

Seinfeld (Disc 3. Season 3. Episodes 11 - 16) 

Episode 11. The Red Dot. 

boyfriend falls off the wagon when Jerry inadvertenly 

switches his drunk. George buys Elaine a cashmere 

sweater with a small flaw to thank her for getting him a 

job in her office. He must face the consequences of 

having sex o  

Episode 12. The Suicide. Jerry starts a relationship with 

a woman whose boyfriend falls into a coma after 

attempting suicide. Newman (Wayne Knight) appears 

and threatens to reveal the affair to the coma victim as 

soon as he recovers. George gives his dream vacation 

to Kramer after a psychic predicts a catastrophe. 

Episode 13. The Subway. A subway ride leads to four 

very bizarre experiences for the gang. Train delays 

cause Elaibe to miss a lesbian wedding. Jerry befriends 

an overweight exhibitionist. George meets a woman on 

the train and skips a job interview. Kramer overhears a 

hot tip on a horse. 

Episode 14

piano recital. George wins the upper hand in his faltering 

relationship with her after performing a pre-emptive 

break-up. 

Episodes 15-16 

friendship with his baseball idol Keith Hernandez makes 

him act like the two of them are dating. Kramer and 
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Disc 1. 

American Heritage 

The American Expirement 

The Living Constitution 

A Question of Sovereignty 

The Most Basics of Rights 

The Rights of the Accused 

The Struggle for Equality. 

 

Disc 2. 

Frames of Reference 

Voice of the People 

Party Politics 

Campaign Trail 

Pressure Politics 

The Fourth Estate 

The First Branch 

 

Disc 3. 

Government by Committee 

The Glorious Burden 

Leader of a Nation 

The Federal Workplace 

The Rule of Nine 

Legal Precedent 

 

Disc 4. 

Balancing Act 

 

Health of the Planet 

Global Politics 

Preserve, Protect, and Defend ) 












